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FINISHES

m: maple

c: cherry

b: birch

r: rustic birch

o: oak

STAINED FINISHES

Sarsaparilla
m,b,o

Flagstone
m,c,b,r

Umber
m,c,b,r,o

Café
m,c,b,r

Burlap
m,b,r

Autumn
m,b,r

Wheat
c,o

Natural
m,o

PAINTED FINISHES

Stone Gray
m,b

Antique
m,b

Glacier Gray

White
m,b

Java
m,c,b,r

Pumpernickel
m,c,b,r

THERMOFOIL

Toasted Antique

White

When a painted finish is specified, the center panel may be constructed of Medium Density Fiberboard (MDF).

Landen | Maple | Umber

Saddle
m,c,b,r,o

GLAZED FINISHES

PURESTYLE ™ COLORS

Stone Gray

Rouge
m,c,b,r

White

See back page for finish availability.

MDF provides a smoother finish when painted, and is more resistant to warping, expansion, and contraction.
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Your Home
It envelopes you in comfort. Its walls hold memories and the promise
of stories yet to be written. Let Aristokraft® create the space that embodies
your definition of home with classic styles and colors to suit your taste
at a price that affords room for the extras.
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Finishes

Why Choose
Aristokraft?
Functional and
Fabulous
Aristokraft has the style,
selection and value you need
to bring your vision to life. So
if you are staying on budget
or upgrading to make your
kitchen a little more personal,
you can have confidence in
quality and service that will
exceed your expectations
for years to come.

More Than You Expect
Focusing on craftsmanship,
dedication, thoughtful design
and reliability, MasterBrand
employees know how to keep
your project on time and make
planning your dream home easy
and enjoyable. Whether you’re
updating an existing room or
creating a brand new space,
we’ll deliver quality, affordable
cabinets that will stand the test
of time.

4

Aristokraft.com

A Trusted Partner
Options are great, but can be
overwhelming. At Aristokraft,
we know this because we’ve
been creating quality cabinets
with an eye on affordability since
1954. With this knowledge,
we’ve created helpful tools and
resources to help design your
ideal kitchen or bath.

We Offer PureStyle™
Aristokraft is the only leading
manufacturer with this
innovative option. With the
durability of laminate and the
beauty of paint, this ecofriendly finish boasts 5-piece
construction with a flawless
appearance that is on-trend
and in demand.

LANDEN

Sinclair | Maple | Sarsaparilla
Ellis | PureStyle™ | White
6

Aristokraft.com

CLASSIC CHARACTER
Our popular Landen door
combines strength and beauty
for a timeless kitchen. Available
in a variety of stains, paints and
glazes, Landen continues to be
a customer favorite.

»»Partial overlay door
»»Mitered construction
»»Flat veneer center door panel
»»Profiled slab drawer front
»»5-Piece drawer front upgrade
»»Available in Maple

WOOD CUTLERY TRAY
Available for dovetail
drawers from 15” to 24”
wide, offer quality solutions
for interior drawer storage.
Wood cutlery trays are also
trimmable to fit standard
drawers as well.

BASE ROLL TRAY
CABINET
Conveniently stow a variety
of items, from snacks to
pots and pans.
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DURHAM

PureStyle | Glacier Gray with White Island
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DISTINGUISHED CHARACTER
Tailored, subtle details make
Durham beautiful - the
PureStyle finish makes it
functional. Now available in
four colors to suit a variety
of styles.

»»Full overlay door
»»Mitered construction
»»Flat center door panel
»»5-Piece drawer front
»»Available in PureStyle™

MICROWAVE OPEN
WALL SHELF
Seamlessly integrate the
microwave while preserving
precious counter space.

TRAY DIVIDER CABINET
Give baking sheets,
oversized platters,
casserole dishes and pizza
pans a place to call home.
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WINSTEAD

Winstead| Maple | White
Briarcliff II| Maple | Sarsaparilla
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MODERN CLASSIC
Sleek, clean lines offer modern
sophistication and a versatile
look that complements
traditional and contemporary
decor.

»»Full overlay door
»»Flat veneer center door panel
»»Slab drawer front
»»5-Piece drawer front upgrade
»»Available in Maple

BUTT DOORS EXPLAINED
From the outside, butt
doors come together in the
center for a streamlined,
tidy look.
On the inside, butt doors
mean no center stile on
the cabinet frame, so you
have full access to cabinet
contents, and the ability to
store large items easily.
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OAKLAND

Oak | Umber

TIMELESS APPEAL
Paired with the rich, deep beauty of our Umber
finish, Oakland brings
charm and warmth to this transitional kitchen.

»»Partial overlay door
»»Flat veneer center door panel
»»Profiled slab drawer front
»»Available in Oak
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BRIARCLIFF II

Maple | Antique

Designed by Marge Heinz
DuBell Lumber Co. Medford, NJ

EPICUREAN ELEGANCE
This stately style achieves a rich, luxurious look, yet is warm and inviting.
Upgrading to this timeless and tasteful look transforms your kitchen into
a showplace.

»»Full overlay door
»»Raised veneer center door panel
»»5-Piece drawer front
»»Available in Cherry and Maple
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SINCLAIR

Birch | Sarsaparilla
14
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CLEAN, CURRENT LINES
Sinclair Birch cabinet doors
feature a narrow rail, flat center
panel and tight wood grain
that combine to deliver a clean,
current look.

»»Partial overlay door
»»Flat veneer center door panel
»»Profiled slab drawer front
»»Available in Birch

COVE SHAKER CORBEL
Flattering and functional,
the Cove Shaker Corbel
features smooth, round
curves for a look that’s
pleasing to the eye.
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LILLIAN

PureStyle | Stone Gray
16
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REFINED BEAUTY
Classic and refined details make
Lillian a great choice for those
who prefer clean lines with just
a hint of tradition.

»»Partial overlay door
»»Flat center door panel
»»Mitered construction
»»5-piece mitered drawer front
»»Available in PureStyle™

FLOATING SHELVES
Today’s designs are
open and airy, so display
and storage can be
too. A smart option for
showcasing favorite pieces.

SQUARE FOOT
Simply transitional, a
seemingly small element
of design can speak
volumes to your unique
sense of style.
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BENTON

Benton | Birch | Burlap
Ellis | PureStyle™ | White
18
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SHAKER INSPIRED DESIGN
Clean lines are the hallmark
of Shaker style. Benton
offers affordable, yet elegant
simplicity and timeless appeal.

»»Partial overlay door
»»Flat veneer center door panel
»»Slab drawer front
»»5-Piece drawer front upgrade
»»Available in Birch

OPEN WALL CABINETS
Open cabinets are on trend
right now, and for good
reason. Give your kitchen
an open, easy look and
keep frequently used items
close at hand.

WASTEBASKET CABINET
Full extension guides
allow for easy access to
conveniently hidden trash
baskets.
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BRELLIN

PureStyle | White

VERSATILE AND AFFORDABLE
The continuous wrap of Brellin’s PureStyle finish makes it resistant to
humidity and especially well-suited for high moisture areas like the bathroom.

»»Full overlay door
»»Flat center door panel
»»Slab drawer front
»»Available in PureStyle™
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DURHAM

PureStyle | Toasted Antique

Designed by Billy Powell
Apex Cabinets, Apex, NC

CLASSIC CHIC
This design’s simple, yet distinctive door style blurs the lines between a modern
and classic look, allowing your finishes and accessories to shape the room’s style.

»»Full overlay door
»»Mitered construction
»»Flat laminate center door panel
»»5-Piece drawer front
»»Available in PureStyle™
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BRELLIN

PureStyle | White
22
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CLASSICALLY STYLISH
With a straightforward, classic
design and a top performing
PureStyle finish, Brellin provides
timeless, versatile style at an
affordable price for a look that
will last.

»»Full overlay door
»»Flat center door panel
»»Slab drawer front
»»Available in PureStyle™

COUNTRY SINK BASE
Create an unexpected focal
point by incorporating an
apron front sink.

ENGLISH ISLAND
COLUMN
Create the look of fine
furniture with the addition
of decorative legs.
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AVALON

Maple | Café
24
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CLASSICALLY HANDSOME
Avalon’s subtle detailing offers
visual appeal without stuffiness.

»»Partial overlay door
»»Mitered construction
»»Flat veneer center door panel
»»Profiled slab drawer front
»»Available in Cherry and Maple

PULL OUT STORAGE
Make the most of narrow
spaces with a vanity pull
out cabinet that keeps bath
essentials easily accessible.

TAPERED LEG
Furniture-like details such
as this tapered leg elevate
design from good to great.
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OVERTON

Overton| PureStyle | Toasted Antique
Wentworth| Maple | Umber
26
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ENDURING DESIGN
Overton offers classic lines
and updated charm to suit
the desire for cleaner, more
modern styling. Subtle detail,
like pillowed rails, make a
statement at an unassuming
price.

»»Full overlay door
»»Mitered construction
»»Flat laminate center
door panel

»»5-Piece drawer front
»»Available in PureStyle™

BASE ROTO EASY REACH
Individually rotating
corner carousels and no
center post make contents
easily accessible while
maximizing storage space.

THREE DRAWER BASE
WITH FALSE PANEL
This drawer base features a
false front drawer, allowing
simple cooktop installation,
while providing ample
storage for larger pots and
pans.
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KORBETT

Maple | Umber

REFINED ALLURE
Korbett makes a handsome addition to any room of the home, and its simplicity
ensures it looks great in every wood type and finish.

»»Full overlay door
»»Flat veneer center door panel
»»Slab drawer front
»»5-Piece drawer front upgrade
»»Available in Maple and Cherry
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TEAGAN

Maple | White

COOL SIMPLICITY
A canvas where colors are free to play, white tones let a room become
a pure space where anything is possible. Modern and classic tastes alike
discover how this simple design choice quickly creates the foundation
for a dramatic look.

»»Full overlay door
»»Veneer slab door and drawer front
»»Available in Maple
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SAYBROOKE

Birch | Rouge
30
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SUBTLE REFINEMENT
Subtle sculpting creates a
refined, tailored look, while
clean lines pair with the
smooth, tight grain of Birch,
lending a modern feel.

»»Partial overlay door
»»Mitered construction
»»Raised veneer center
door panel
»»Profiled slab drawer front
»»5-Piece drawer front upgrade
»»Available in Birch

CORNER SINK BASE
Put an underutilized corner
of the kitchen to good use
with a diagonal sink base.

ARCHED VALANCE
Furniture details add a
touch of personalization
and lend a built-in look.
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KORBETT

Maple | Flagstone
32
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STYLE INTEGRITY
The combination of Korbett’s
simple yet substantial door
details make it the perfect
choice for today’s clean-lined
aesthetic preference.

»»Full overlay door
»»Flat veneer center door panel
»»Slab drawer front
»»5-Piece drawer front upgrade
»»Available in Maple
and Cherry

FREESTANDING
WOOD HOOD
Freestanding wood hoods
offer a seamless way to
integrate this appliance
into a variety of design
styles.

MICROWAVE/OVEN
CABINET
This tall combination
cabinet offers built-in
convenience for a high end
look without the high end
price tag.
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AUGUSTA

Thermofoil | White

EFFORTLESS STYLE
Simple detail and easy-care durability make Augusta a smart choice, both in the way
it looks and the way it lasts. Raised center panels are a time-tested favorite that fit
comfortably into an array of styles.

»»Partial overlay door
»»Raised center door panel
»»Profiled slab drawer front
»»Available in Thermofoil
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TEAGAN

Designed by Thomas Mehaffey
Your Kitchen & Bath LLC, McMurray, PA

Maple | Rouge

STREAMLINED STYLE
Teagan, with its clean, simple look, has a sophisticated and
contemporary quality, yet retains a feeling of rich warmth. This fresh,
sleek look fits well with transitional or contemporary decor.

»»Full overlay door
»»Veneer slab door and drawer front
»»Available in Maple
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RADFORD

Maple | Café
36
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WARM WELCOME
Radford’s classic styling reflects
the warmth of tradition.
Now make it your own with
our selection of finishes and
accents. Choose details like
crown moulding, glass doors,
and decorative island legs to
create a one-of-a-kind kitchen
that only you could design.

»»Partial overlay door
»»Mitered construction
»»Raised veneer center
door panel
»»Profiled slab drawer front
»»5-Piece drawer front upgrade
»»Available in Maple

MESSAGE CENTER
Keep the hub and heart of
your home clutter-free and
user friendly for all.

WALL EASY REACH
With creative adjustable
shelving, it’s easy
to store a variety of
kitchen essentials.
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WINSTEAD

Maple | White
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SMART STYLE
Make the most of any space
with storage that’s both smart
and stylish. When paired with
crisp white paint, Winstead
offers a fresh look especially
well suited for laundry and mud
rooms, but its style versatility
works beautifully in any room of
the home.

»»Full overlay door
»»Flat veneer center door panel
»»Profiled slab drawer front
»»5-Piece drawer front upgrade
»»Available in Maple

WINE CUBES
The perfect organizer
for small spaces, wine
cubes are ideal for
storing a variety of
items or for showing
off decorative pieces.

DECORATIVE END PANEL
Add visual interest with this
finishing touch on exposed
ends of cabinetry.
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EASTLAND

Maple | Pumpernickel Glaze

STYLE VERSATILITY
Eastland’s raised solid center door panel adds a sculptural element to the smooth look of Maple.
Drawers feature simple detail to complete this versatile look. Play with stain, glaze and paint choices
to discover a range of looks well suited to today’s most stylish trends.

»»Full overlay door
»»Raised solid center door panel
»»Profiled slab drawer front
»»5-Piece drawer front upgrade
»»Available in Maple
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WESTBURY

Oak | Natural

ENDURING STYLE
Westbury’s durability, affordability and classic styling make it a versatile
and budget-friendly choice. Crafted in sturdy Oak, it will stand the test
of time and outlast trends that come and go.

»»Partial overlay door
»»Raised veneer center door panel
»»Profiled slab drawer front
»»Available in Oak
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WENTWORTH

Maple | Sarsaparilla

RICH DETAIL
Abundant detail and craftsmanship are Wentworth’s hallmarks. Paired with Maple, it makes any
kitchen feel crisply designed. The traditional lines in these rich, dark tones create a classic and
comfortable look.

»»Full overlay door
»»Mitered construction
»»Flat veneer center door panel
»»5-Piece drawer front
»»Available in Maple
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HARRISON

Distinctive Kitchens & Baths, Inc.
Boca Raton, FL

Rustic Birch | Saddle

RICH WARMTH
The clean lines of the Harrison door underscore the classic look
of Rustic Birch. The interesting wood texture blends well with the
simplicity of design, creating an environment rich in natural beauty.

»»Full overlay door
»»Reversed raised solid center door panel
»»Slab drawer front
»»5-Piece drawer front upgrade
»»Available in Rustic Birch
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ORGANIZATION

A

We’re just getting started.
Visit our website to see everything
Aristokraft has to offer.
B
44
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www.aristokraft.com/products

C

SMART SOLUTIONS
You can never have too much
storage in the kitchen. These
thoughtful solutions make
easily accessible organization
enjoyable.

A. BASE SUPERCABINET™
Provides versatile storage in
a compact space.
B. WALL SPICE RACK
Store your most used spices
front and center.
C. CABMAT™
Contains spills for tidiness
beneath the sink.
D. WALL MESSAGE
CENTER

D

Keep the hub and heart of
your home clutter-free and
user friendly for all.

F

E. BASE POTS AND
PANS PULLOUT
Easily and beautifully
organize pots, pans
and lids.
F. WALL EASY REACH
With creative adjustable
shelving, it’s easy to store a
variety of kitchen essentials.
G. WINE STORAGE
CABINET
Stylishly store wine, or just
about anything you need
to tuck away.

E

G
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HARDWARE & ACCENTS

Like what you see?
For even more hardware and
accent options, visit our website.
www.aristokraft.com/products
46
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EXCEPTIONAL ADORNMENTS
Define your style with beautiful
options that add a note of
elegance to any space.

A. BAR BRACKET CORBEL
Provide support in a
transitional style.
B. STRAIGHT LEG
A

Make a big impact with a
leg that’s simple, sleek and
sturdy.
C. SQUARE WOOD
HOOD AND CHIMNEY
Keep the design coherent
with a freestanding wood
hood.
D. COVE CROWN
MOULDING
Simple and transitional,
the Cove Crown Moulding
works well in a variety of
spaces.

B

C

D
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DOOR ST YLES

Avalon
Slab drawer front

m: maple

m,c

Briarcliff II
m,c
5-Piece drawer front

c: cherry

Briarcliff II Arch
Wall cabinets only

b: birch

Korbett
Slab drawer front

m,c

Landen
Slab drawer front

m

Eastland
Slab drawer front

m

Eastland
m
5-Piece drawer front

Landen
m
5-Piece drawer front

Radford
Slab drawer front

m

Teagan
Slab drawer front

Aristokraft.com

o: oak

m,c

Korbett
m,c
5-Piece drawer front
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r: rustic birch

m

Wentworth
m
5-Piece drawer front

DOOR ST YLES

m: maple

c: cherry

b: birch

r: rustic birch

o: oak

Winstead
Slab drawer front

m

Winstead
m
5-Piece drawer front

Benton
Slab drawer front

b

Benton
5-Piece drawer front

b

Saybrooke
Slab drawer front

b

Saybrooke
5-Piece drawer front

b

Sinclair
Slab drawer front

b

Ayden
Slab drawer front

r

Harrison
Slab drawer front

r

Harrison
5-Piece drawer front

r

Oakland
Slab drawer front

o

Westbury
Slab drawer front

o

Face frames are constructed from select hardwood.
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DOOR STYLES

p: PureStyle™

Brellin
Slab drawer front

p

Durham
5-Piece drawer front

p

Overton
5 Piece drawer

p

Augusta
Slab drawer front

t

Ellis
Slab drawer front

p

t: thermofoil

Lillian
5-Piece drawer front

VISIT US ONLINE
Visit Aristokraft.com to view our kitchen, bath and
other room photo gallery, see additional organization
options, learn about cabinet care and maintenance,
find where to buy and much more.
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p

FINISHES

m: maple

c: cherry

b: birch

r: rustic birch

o: oak

STAINED FINISHES

Sarsaparilla
m,b,o

Flagstone
m,c,b,r

Umber
m,c,b,r,o

Café
m,c,b,r

Burlap
m,b,r

Autumn
m,b,r

Wheat
c,o

Natural
m,o

PAINTED FINISHES

Stone Gray
m,b

Antique
m,b

Glacier Gray

White
m,b

Java
m,c,b,r

Pumpernickel
m,c,b,r

THERMOFOIL

Toasted Antique

White

When a painted finish is specified, the center panel may be constructed of Medium Density Fiberboard (MDF).

Landen | Maple | Umber

Saddle
m,c,b,r,o

GLAZED FINISHES

PURESTYLE ™ COLORS

Stone Gray

Rouge
m,c,b,r

White

See back page for finish availability.

MDF provides a smoother finish when painted, and is more resistant to warping, expansion, and contraction.
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